8 April 2010
Run Number 146
Starting at the Nawaab, Levenshulme Manchester

Joint run with Manchester Curry Hash
Run Number 3

The Pack: Snoozanne, Madhatter, Alternative Entrance; Compo (Hare); Brian;
Carthief; Grutel; Harry, FCUK, Sprog.
Spectators Carless Whisper; Sophie; Carol

FCUK (possibly in penance for his hi-viz jacket) insisted on including a photo of Hash Flash

With the first run of the year to have the Hash Flash in daylight (and in sunshine as
well) the Pack were remarkably cheerful.
The Hare had none of the pavement theatricals much loved by other Hares but did
say that we had to remind him at the third Regroup. With a slight change to the
accepted start point we left the carpark in pristine condition whilst dodging cars
parking for the ever popular restaurant.
Down past Tesco and onto Alma road.

Under the railway bridge and several Checks. The Hare seemed to have explored
every footpath in the area and we must have used most of them.
He also had a fondness for these things
(Check Backs (or Back Checks as
WCH3 call them))

Sprog could not resist modifying the board

And Compo got up to speed for the camera (or perhaps Alternative Entrance
was chasing him?

Compo then demonstrated how to hit yourself
And then

Marked the trail as there seemed to be a reluctance to move off or was it just a
master class in flour painting.

Out on Errwood Drive and Harry was persuaded to do a junior Compo

A Check and Check back later and we were into

The Pack missed the clue and went all round the circle and back to a grinning
Hare

Another half circle and we existed
at Baldwin Road and onto Heaton
Golf Course where we realized that
Sprog had managed to get lost on the
Magic circle. The Hare had to talk
him back using the latest electronic
technology.

Back over the railway line after a Regroup and into a

The rather strange marking at the end of this road fascinated Alternative
Entrance

A few more Checks and the last Regroup

Snoozanne could not find a spelling or punctuation mistake but she did her best!

Some more Checks and Check Backs and finally the very welcome.

Did Compo place this deliberately?

Back at the carpark, the liquid refreshments were dispensed and the smell of the
beer guided Carless Whisper and Sophie to Sprog’s car

There being nothing to dispense in the way of solid refreshments Snoozanne
found another way to keep her hands busy.
With the smell of food from the Nawaab kitchens the ceremony was kept short.
Sprog for getting lost and requiring electronic guidance from Compo.
Grutel. Virgin on the MCH3. Alternative Entrance was nominated but pointed out
that the last run she had been on was the MCH3 so she was not a Returnee.
FCUK for smelling the other sort of Hash all around the route.
Carol, Harry, Brian - Virgins on MCH3
Alternative Entrance for her elevation to full teacher.
The pack retired to The Nawaab but your scribe had to leave. There may be some
further write up c/o FCUK in the next Trash.

